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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This application is used to find nearby area mechanics while we suddenly stranded on the remote locations with mechanical issues of our vehicle. It is a good solution for the people who seek help in the remote locations. In this, the approved mechanics are enlisted in this application. Also they are under monitored by this system for not charging any extra service fee from the users. This can be monitored by the admin through the user feedback based on their service. The registered users can access this application. This application will help to reduce wasting user time to found a proper mechanic. This application will allow user to make payment for a vehicle repair in a reasonable price.
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\section{1. INTRODUCTION}

Today most of people use their own vehicle for travel. While travelling most of us are troubling with breakdown of our vehicle on the road. This is a worst experience that they have to face. When our vehicle suddenly breakdown on the road, the user have to search for mechanic and have to see a spare-part shops near to their location. At that time we can’t able to search for a good mechanic and we have to arrange some other transportation. By using this application the user can find suitable mechanic. The most advantage is the user can find a mechanic based on their user location and make payment. Varun Kapadi, Saigita Guruju, Bhupesh Bojja, Prof. Nilima Nikam had discussed about the application which directly connect with google GPS system and it shows the users current location. This project will show the name and address or location of all hospital those are in the range and the user can able to select any one hospital. Vibhavi Artigala, H. Dhanuka Nadeeshani have discussed about the application Helpme. This will show the user location and direct the nearest service provider to user and the chat platform where the user can ask some relevant questions to the mechanic. Miss. K. Iswarya Miss. D. Devaki Mr. E. Ranjith have discussed about the application which helps to find nearby service centres as well as the fuel stations in case of any emergency situations like insufficient fuel on vehicles and un-avoided incidents like puncture, break failure, doping etc. Akhila VKhanapuri, Anagha Shastri, Gareth Dsouza, Shannon Dsouza has discussed about the android application is proposed which monitors parameters like Engine RPM, fuel status, throttle position through an On board Diagnostics (OBD-II) being able to help amateur drivers with gear changing and provide assistance in case of vehicle breakdown. Khoo Jin Sheng, Ahma Suhaimi Bahurudin, Kamal Karkonasasi has discussed in this paper that start with the analysis of the car breakdown
incidents on the road. It expects that through some research, the statistics of car breakdowns can be obtained to see if this project is helpful to those in need.

2. **PROBLEM STATEMENT**

The problem while travel is breakdown of our vehicle. In this situation, the only way is to look for some other transportation at that time of issue and then they need to get a mechanic to the particular location at which they have left their vehicle. In this application, the mobile users can get nearby area mechanics by searching at anytime and anywhere. The admin can access the shop details and check whether the registered shop is licensed or not and provide approval.

**Existing System**

- In an existing system there are users who have their own mechanic number and it is also difficult for them to arrive at time.
- And it is also possible to find out the suitable mechanic for the desired service at remote locations.
- The only way is to look for any other transportation at that time of issue and then they need to get a mechanic to the particular location at which they have left their vehicle.

**Proposed system**

- The proposed application helps to find the nearby mechanics easily and quickly.
- This application show the user location and direct the nearest service provider to the user.
- It allows us to search the nearby mechanics from different locations and call to the mechanic.
- The user can make payment based on their service through this application.

**Architecture Diagram**
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**Figure 1: Architecture Diagram**
3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Create Business

In this module, the business owner can add their business details like Mechanic name, Services, Availability and Address. Once the business is created the admin will provide the approval for the business.

Update Business

In this module, the business owner can upload the location and can edit and view the details.

Approve Business

In this module, the admin can provide the approval for the registered business and can view the user details and ratings.

Find on road services

In this module, the user can search the nearby mechanics according to their location. The user can call or message to the particular mechanics who is nearby to their locations. PAYMENT: In this module, the user make the payment based on the services.

Admin

The admin will provide approval for the registered business and can view user details.

Database Collection

The database will maintain all records about the mechanic shop details and user details in this application. So that it is easy to access and retrieve data from the database. The user can search the nearby mechanics shop which is stored in the database.

User details and business owner details are stored in database and it can be viewed by admin. The admin will provide approval for the registered business. The admin will keep on checking the feedback of the user to know the service provided by the mechanic shop.
Output Screen
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The existing and proposed systems are analysed. The problems can be easily rectified with this concept. Nearly 70% of the performance has been increased.

4. Conclusion

When the vehicle breakdown occurs the driver have to see a mechanic or the repair shop. The driver has to ask for help from the people. By using this application, the user can find mechanic based on user location. The user can get the mechanical help directly and easily. This is help to save user’s time while the traveling. When the breakdown occur, user can fix their vehicle immediately. That make comfortable the user. They won’t make tired their journey.

5. Future Enhancement

In Future, the vehicle and spareparts shop will be categorized according to the vehicle model. That is help to user found their spare-parts according to the type of the vehicle by saving their time. In addition to that the list of hospitals and Fuels stations can be added.
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